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Abstract

Anomify is a startup specialising in anomaly detection in time series data using machine learning algorithms. Anomify 
has a novel UX problem of making its dashboard easy to understand and interact with.   The project focused on 
improving the information architecture's usability and providing visualization on the macro and micro levels that 
would help users explore events.

Q1: How can we structure the data in the dashboard so that the 
most important information is available and digestible to users?


Q2: How can we help users explore 
events in Anomify?

The research resulted in three main design requirements 
and seven subtasks. The three requirements are:

R1 - Structure the dashboard IA and improve navigation 

R2 - Provide the capability for events exploratory analysis 

R3 - Enhance events investigation  explanatory analysis 
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Study MethodologyIntroduction & Background


Companies across different domains are collecting vast 
amounts of data in real-time. Thus, there is a growing need 
for tools to help in usable visualisations of the collected 
data. And an intelligent analysis identifies and predicts any 
abnormal patterns in the collected data that can signal and 
prevent incidents and catastrophic events.




Data visualisation is a fundamental part of anomaly 
detection systems. The human eye has been a main data 
mining tool. The saliency in visualised data helps the brain 
to focus on important data points and trends that could 
be identified as an anomaly  


Anomaly detection is essential for different industries such 
as abnormal data in financial data, healthcare data, 
performance indicators such as CPU performance, page 
views, active users or revenue 



Anomaly detection is any technique or method to identify 
unexpected events in data. There are different types of 
anomalies, including point anomalies, collective anomalies, 
and contextual anomalies 
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User Persona

Functional Requirements

Description
Software infrastructure engineer. His 

primary responsibility is running a 

reliable system.


A day in their life
in his daily duties, he is responsible 

for fixing system issues, making 

decisions on how problems are 

handled, what causes them, and how 

to solve them. Besides, he monitors 

438 services across different servers, 

with around 330 thousand metrics.   
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Some items can be grouped under same category such as 
manage alert and create alert which are currently 2 different 
top level item 

The whole frontend is considered dashboard and there are 
disagreement on the categories grouping and categories  naming 

Online Hybrid card sorting 

Events could be the term used to group anomalies and 
pattern matches as a top level navigation 

Explore could be the term to group metrics, events, pattern and 
alerts then the user can filter which type of information want to 
explore 

Ofline open card sorting 

Nielsen's Usability Heuristics

Anomalies dashboards in the literature

(AlAbdulaali et al., 2022)


 (McKenna et al., 2016)

Competitor Analysis
Anodot Avora 

 Nielsen's Usability Heuristic violations are highlighted and 
addressed in the design for the main requirements.
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Impact Effort Matrix

 Conclusion
Q1: How can we structure the data in the dashboard so that the most important information is available to users?


Q2: How can we help users explore events in Anomify?

 A heatmap visualisation could be a possible option to give a snapshot of recent events
 Providing metrics and events with their own pages with the option to filter and sort through the different 

dimensions for each could help the user better explore events in Anomify.

 This project heavily depended on secondary research and Anomify employees' input as a proxy for 
potential customers. Thus, the main focus for improvement is getting actual customer input on their pain 
points and testing possible solutions

  Moreover, as Anomify is domain agnostic, another area of improvement for the structure and the event 
exploration is making the terminology less technical and fitting with the wide range of potential customers.  

Future Work

 Providing macro and micro levels for the displayed dat
 Enhance Recognition rather than recall by providing six primary top levels (Overview, alerts, Metrics, Events, 

Help and Setting 
 The overview could include a snapshot of the most recent data points.
 Allow users to filter down to data of interest
 Declutter and provide any visualization and information on user request 


